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Statistical test
In this paper, all statistical tests that decide the goodness of fit and the similarity between two samples are performed via Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K--S test).
As a nonparametric statistical test, K--S test qualifies the distance between the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the sample and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the reference distribution, or between the empirical distribution functions of two samples. The null hypothesis is that the sample is drawn from the reference distribution or samples are drawn from the same distribution, respectively. A large p--value (> 0.05) fails to reject the null hypothesis, and indicates the sample and the reference distribution or the two samples are statistically indistinguishable.
2
Modelling stage
The error models are determined by an R script. The parameters of mismatch model are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) from the stat4 package. The parameters of Indel models are estimated using grid search instead of MLE (for improved runtime). The goal is to minimize the objective function, namely the maximum difference between the ECDF and fitted CDF.
We used Markov chain to model (a) the error types and (b) the length of matched base calls. The transition matrices are learnt empirically. For the error type Markov chain, each state is one error type and there are three types: mismatch, insertion, and deletion. The match events are classified into equal--sized bins and each bin is a state in the match length Markov chain.
3
ReadSim parameters
We tuned all parameter combinations possible for .readsim.py sim, including:
-rev_strd on: This is turned on to create backward strands as well as forward strands -tech nanopore: This parameter is used to tell ReadSim we are simulating ONT reads -read_mu: The average read length is calculated for each dataset and provided to ReadSim -cov_mu: The overall coverage for simulation is 35X, and 20,000 reads were randomly sampled from all simulated reads -err_sub_mu: The average substitution rate is calculated for each dataset and provided to ReadSim -err_in_mu: The average insertion rate is calculated for each dataset and provided to ReadSim -err_del_mu: The average deletion rate is calculated for each dataset and provided to ReadSim The best alignment of each read is chosen based on length and all best alignments have E--score lower than 3e--28. For all best and second best alignments that have E--score smaller than 2.65e--261, the second best alignment for all multi--aligned reads comprise 6.33%. (B) For multi--aligned reads, the E--score of the best alignment is generally lower than the second best, only a fraction of 0.1% second best alignments have a lower E--score than the best ones. 
